EdApp in partnership with Aviva Risk
Management Solutions
It’s important that getting back to business is managed safely and securely. Through our partnership
with SafetyCulture, we’re now able to provide access to Aviva developed content through EdApp, a new
free learning management system and mobile learning app. This new platform helps you manage some
of the key risks that your business faces through simple bitesize lessons.
What is EdApp?

The journey

EdApp is an e-learning platform designed to support your
risk management needs. The system is made available to all
Aviva clients and brokers at no extra cost.

Simply download the app to your device, or go to
www.edapp.com/aviva where you can sign-up and
register for your free account where you will be able to
search for the Aviva content.

It provides access to a library of free learning materials
covering a range of topics including health and safety,
compliance, effective management including a range of
courses specifically created by Aviva to help customers
mitigate their risks. Powerful learner analytics* allow you to
manage the training your employees receive and provides
actionable insights into its effectiveness.

Our first lessons focus on supporting businesses re-open
and for those continuing to work at home.

Where to next?

Coming soon - learning modules for health, wellbeing and
motor toolbox talks for those managing fleets.

The benefits
•	An increasingly skilled and motivated workforce that
can achieve high standards of risk management in your
organisation
•	Able to complete training off-line
•	Improved learner engagement and knowledge retention
•	Portable learning – Ideally suited for use on a mobile
phone or tablet device
•	Access to a large library of free content, including courses
provided by Aviva
•	Easy to use rapid course authoring tools including
Powerpoint conversion
•	Automatic language translation
•	Supported by an integrated Learning Management
System with powerful analytics*.

“We’re excited to extend our relationship with Safety Culture through the introduction of EdApp.
Quality training and education has never been more important than now - this new system
enables training on the go in an easy to use accessible bitesize format. Easy deployment will assist
businesses in managing the risks important to them.”
Chris Andrews, Head of Risk Management Solutions, Aviva

For further information on this or any of Aviva Risk Management Solution’s services,
please contact riskadvice@aviva.com
* Analytics functions require a premium license which requires a “Pro” or “Enterprise” license available to Aviva Policyholders at a discounted rate.
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